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1

Introduction

In the late 1980s, Beckers introduced the idea of multiconjugate
adaptive optics (MCAO), a technique that could potentially
increase the isoplanatic patch substantially.1,2 The basic
principle of MCAO is to use multiple stars measuring the
atmospheric volume and correcting the turbulence using N
deformable mirrors (DMs) conjugated to N layers. Although
its feasibility had been earlier tested on-sky,3,4 the actual
implementation of MCAO for nighttime astronomy had to wait
until 2007, when the multiconjugate adaptive optics demonstrator (MAD) exhibited various MCAO schemes on the very
large telescope.5,6 Despite a proposed upgrade7 and plans for
future implementations,8–11 the only currently working nighttime MCAO systems in the world are GeMS at the Gemini
South telescope12,13 and LINC-NIRVANA (LN) at the Large
Binocular Telescope (LBT).14–17
MCAO systems promise to provide a uniform point spread
function (PSF) across a wide field-of-view (FoV), using multiple guide stars, either laser-guide stars (LGSs) or natural-guide
stars (NGSs). “Star-oriented”1,18 and “layer-oriented”19 are two
approaches for implementing MCAO. Star-oriented MCAO uses
information from individual wavefront sensors (WFSs), one per
star, to computationally estimate the wavefront corresponding to
the conjugated layer via tomographic reconstruction of the full
turbulence volume. The signals are then sent to the respective
DMs to correct the aberrations. In contrast to star-oriented
MCAO, layer-oriented MCAO uses one WFS per controlled
DM. In other words, light from multiple stars are used by a
WFS, which senses the wavefront for a particular conjugation
altitude and then drives the corresponding DM.
For both the star- and layer-oriented approaches, NGSs cannot, in general, provide full information of the aberrations in the
high-altitude layer since the diverging light paths give incomplete coverage. This can, strictly speaking, also be true for
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a LGS-based system. However, the arrangement of the LGSs
is usually tuned to minimize such effects, and for this reason,
we are not going to discuss this case any further. The partial
illumination issue can be particularly severe when the wavefront
sensing turbulence layer is significantly different from that of
the compensated scientific one, especially when combined with
a correcting layer at a particularly higher altitude.
In the MAD implementation, the star-oriented approach
needed a separate interaction matrix calibration for each
asterism. The layer-oriented approach required only one such
calibration.20 Although layer-oriented MCAO has the advantage of computational simplicity compared with star-oriented
MCAO, solving the partial illumination issue is a prerequisite
for taking advantage of this. Note that for the star-oriented scenario, the partial illumination is addressed by the tomographic
reconstruction.
In this paper, we describe a solution to the layer-oriented
MCAO partial illumination issue in the context of the LN instrument. Section 2 describes the LN MCAO system and why solving the partial illumination issue is essential. Section 3 explains
our solution. Results from laboratory and on-sky tests, along
with discussion, appear in Sec. 4. Section 5 concludes with
summary and future prospects.

2

Partial Illumination Issue in the Context of
the LINC-NIRVANA MCAO System

LN is a high-resolution near-infrared imager mounted at the
rear, bent-Gregorian foci of the LBT.17 LN is equipped with
an advanced and unique layer-oriented MCAO module.21
Wavefront sensing is performed using multiple pyramids, which
acquire multiple NGSs from two different FoVs.22–24 In addition, the design follows the layer-oriented scheme, which foresees the optical co-addition of the star footprints at the WFS,
minimizing the read noise penalty and allowing fainter stars
to be used for the sensing (as long as the total flux corresponds
to the limiting magnitude for correction). We define footprint as
the projection of the telescope pupil through which the starlight
passes at a given altitude. This approach is expected to increase
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the sky coverage in the typical case of being read noise limited.25
LN can provide uniform 2′ FoV correction for both “eyes” of the
LBT, allowing us a larger field from which to choose fringetracking reference stars for eventual goal performing Fizeau
interferometric imaging.
On each telescope, the atmospheric aberrations are sensed by
two WFSs, one conjugated to the ground and the other to a
higher altitude, in order to sample the three-dimensional turbulence above the observatory.26,27 The ground-layer wavefront
sensors (GWSs) are conjugated to ∼100 m above the telescope
and drive the adaptive secondary mirrors (ASMs, 672 actuators
each), using up to 12 natural stars from an annular 2’ to 6’ diameter FoV centered on the science field. The high-layer wavefront
sensors (HWSs) are conjugated to a high altitude, ∼7100 m
above the telescope pupil along the optical axis, and drive the
two commercial Xinetics DMs (349 actuators each, hereafter
high-altitude DMs)28 mounted on the LN bench. The HWSs can
use up to eight stars in the inner 2’ diameter FoV to measure the
turbulence. LN MCAO correction is purely sequential and the
two loops are independent in terms of control. This means that
the HWSs receive the ground-layer corrected wavefront, making
the loop control simpler, since we may use two separate reconstruction matrices. LN MCAO multiple-FoV approach, where
the wavefront sensing is performed using stars lying in contiguous but not overlapping regions, is depicted in Fig. 1.
The reference star light focused at the tip of a four-sided
pyramid is split into four beams, forming, through a common
optics, four pupil images on the WFS CCD. The pixels may be
binned on-chip, depending on the flux of the stars. Binning this
way reduces the equivalent readout noise on the individual subapertures. This improvement, coupled with the well-known sensitivity gain,29,30 is a direct benefit of pyramid wavefront
sensing. Comparing the local fluxes in the same subaperture
of the four pupil images gives the local tilt.22 Note that for the
ground layer, the nominal star footprints overlap perfectly.
Optical co-addition increases the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for

Fig. 1 LN MCAO multiple-FoV approach: The ground layer is sensed
using the purple NGSs from the 2’ to 6’ annular FoV and drives the
facility ASM of the LBT. The high layer, conjugated to ∼7100 m away
from the telescope pupil along the optical axis, is sensed by the yellow
NGSs in the inner 2’ diameter FoV. A commercial Xinetics DM on the
LN bench corrects the aberrations sensed by the HWS. Note that the
yellow shaded region within the red circle denotes the metapupil, and
the angle subtended by the green lines and blue lines represent the
2’ and 6’ FoV, respectively.
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Fig. 2 (a) Full illumination of the metapupil using eight stars.
(b) Partial illumination scenario when only three stars are available.
Note that, depending on the asterism, the footprints illuminate different parts of the metapupil.

each subaperture uniformly for the ground layer (the purple
shaded region in Fig. 1).
At higher layers, the footprints of the stars are spatially
decorrelated, and their positions depend on the star coordinates.
In our case, by design, the high-altitude DM covers the footprints from any source within the 2’ FoV. This area is called
the metapupil. It is the projection of the FoV at the conjugated
altitude depicted by the yellow shaded region within the red
circle in Fig. 1. For LN, the diameter of the metapupil is about
1.5 times that of a single pupil.
Depending on the asterism, only a part of the metapupil may
be illuminated (for example, see Figs. 2 and 3). In this instance,
the slopes in the illuminated region can be directly measured,
whereas there is no information about the atmospheric aberrations from the nonilluminated part. Since the DM-controlled
modes are originally defined over the whole aperture, the stability of the loop, quality of the correction, and uniformity of
the PSF in the entire FoV may be affected by this partial illumination situation.31–34 A solution that can reconstruct the wavefront within the entire metapupil, having information only from

Fig. 3 Images from the HWS CCD, using fibers from the calibration
unit as light sources (or stars). (a) Full illumination of the metapupil
(magenta circle) using eight stars. (b) An example of the partially illuminated metapupil using three stars. Clearly, the partially illuminated
subapertures are a subset of the fully illuminated ones. Note that a
star footprint is an annulus rather than a disk. This is because there
is a physical mask in the optical path to reduce the sky and background light noise coming from other sources in the FoV that are not
acquired for wavefront sensing. This mask blocks 25% of the pupil for
the high-layer sensor. There is no additional masking for the ground
layer or science channels.
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the partially illuminated region, and without wasting precious
nighttime for calibration, is the essence of this article.
For optimal correction performance, we need full and homogeneous coverage of the high layer metapupil by the footprint of
the NGSs. We aim to fill the 2’ diameter FoV with well-distributed, bright (Rmag ≲ 15) stars. Using the expected star density
averaged over the sky for the R-band data from the GAIA
DR2 catalogue35–38 and randomly picking fields at 30°  1°
Galactic latitude, we get 99%, 93%, 82%, and 67% probability
to find at least 1, 2, 3, and 4 stars, respectively, for the GWS
FoV. Similarly, for the HWS FoV, it is 41%, 11%, 2%, and
<0.1% probability to find at least 1, 2, 3, and 4 stars, respectively. For this estimation,25 we have used stars with Rmag ≲ 15
and an avoidance zone of 10” radius around each pyramid.
Typically, we operate with three stars or fewer, pushing us to
adopt a reliable and high-performance solution to the partial
illumination issue.
Furthermore, the LBT is an alt-azimuth telescope. As a
result, LN has to deal with changing parallactic angles as the
sky is rotating. Each WFS is equipped with a derotation mechanism. There is a K-mirror derotator,39–41 after the high-altitude
DM in the optical path and before the HWS (see Fig. 4). Note
that the derotation continuously changes the mapping between
the WFS subapertures and the DM actuator pattern. This necessitates uploading of the appropriate reconstruction matrix onthe-fly, for every θ° of sky rotation. For our system, θ° ¼ 1 deg
of sky rotation.43,44 This arrangement has the advantage that the
position of the stars does not change in the focal plane of
the WFS. Therefore, the illumination region also remains
unchanged.
In typical AO systems, modal control of the DM is performed. The WFS slope vector multiplies with the reconstruction matrix to obtain the modal coefficients. In such AO

systems, where all the subapertures are illuminated (full illumination), the WFS uses one reconstruction matrix for any asterism of stars to deduce the commands to drive the DM for a given
field rotation angle. However, for a partially illuminated scenario, the use of the reconstruction matrix derived for the fully
illuminated metapupil will result in improper correction. Note
that, in our current operating mode, the modal basis is defined
over the entire metapupil. For the high spatial frequency modes,
the modal information lies in rather closely spaced subapertures.
If the illuminated regions do not cover these subapertures, using
the reconstructor corresponding to the fully illuminated metapupil will result in incorrect modal coefficients, generating spurious commands to the DM. This worsens the science image as
well. Although perhaps obvious, we have tested this situation
in the lab. Indeed, the performance was reduced by triggering
the interactuator stroke limit (the maximum “push-pull” value
admissible between two neighboring actuators) or driving the
actuators out of range.
We designed an algorithm to generate the reconstruction
matrix corresponding to the current illumination pattern in real
time from previously calibrated (daytime) data for the fully illuminated metapupil, according to the prevailing K-mirror angle.
Section 3.2 below provides further details.

3
3.1

Our Solution
Experimental Setup

The experimental setup used for developing and testing our
solution to the partial illumination issue is the fully integrated
and aligned LN bench (see the right image in Fig. 4). Figure 5
shows the LN calibration unit. It consists of a folding mirror
(CU-mirror), an absolute reference fiber (ARF), a reference fiber
plate (RFP), and an integrating sphere (IS). The CU-mirror is

Fig. 4 The LN bench and optical path: tertiary mirror (M3) of the LBT directs the light to the LN bench. At
the first encounter by the annular mirror, the 2’ to 6’ diameter annular FoV is directed toward the GWS,
whereas the inner 2’ continues through the collimator, folding mirror, the Xinetics deformable mirror,
piston mirror, to the IR-visible dichroic. The infrared light enters the cryostat below the optical bench
while the visible part continues to the HWS via a K-mirror (for field derotation) and other optical elements.
The optical path is the same for the other side. See Herbst et.al.42 for more details. While the right
image shows the actual bench populated with components, the left image explicitly shows the various
components on the bench.
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Fig. 5 (a) Calibration unit on the LN bench, consisting of a folding mirror, a reference fiber, a fiber plate,
and an IS. (b) Front view of the fiber plate. Some of the fibers are (red) illuminated.

mounted on a precision rotation stage that allows us to direct the
calibration unit light to the HWS. The ARF defines the on-axis
telescope beam. The RFP is mounted on a tip-tilt stage, which
can also move along the three axes. The RFP has 23 fibers
mounted to it, defining a set of “stars” in the 2’ FoV. The central
star is a monomode near-infrared fiber, whereas the reminder are
multimode 200-μm (0”.33 on the sky) fibers fed by visiblewavelength LEDs. The intensities of the fibers can be individually and remotely controlled. We can thus generate defined
stellar asterisms and vary their brightness. Note that the RFP
is slightly concave, mimicking the curved focal plane of the
LBT. The IS is used for flat-fielding.
The fully illuminated metapupil is generated by illuminating
the eight outermost fibers in the RFP. Each of the fibers is calibrated for brightness in real, on-sky magnitudes. For calibration
purposes, the fiber intensity of each of the eight stars is set to
Rmag ∼ 6. This ensures good SNR at the HWS CCD while
avoiding saturation. The HWS has eight probes (see Fig. 6)
that can move in the 2’ FoV to acquire and center on the stars.
Using the fiber plate and the HWS probes, it is possible to

calibrate the HWS, create partial illumination test cases, evaluate our algorithm, and optimize the high-layer loop.

3.2

Strategy

In order to close the AO loop, we need to have the correct
combinations of the following four matrices:
(1) The modes to command matrix (M2C) is the
response of the DM to the orthonormal modal base.
It has dimensions of (number of actuators × number
of modes). There will be specific actuator values
defining each mode across the DM. When multiplied
with the modal coefficient vector, M2C produces
the commands to be sent to the DM. In our case, the
modal basis is the Karhunen–Loéve45 (KL) projected
on the DM space, recognizing the Kolmogorov statistics and the actuator positions on the DM.
(2) The interaction matrix (IM) is the response of the
WFS to the DM and has dimensions of [(2× number
of subapertures) × number of modes]. There is a relationship between the WFS subapertures and the DM
actuators, depending on the binning of the WFS
CCD. Each subaperture corresponds to two adjacent
rows of the IM, one for each of the orthogonal axes of
the slope vectors. The information of how much the
DM has to change its shape to produce a specific
slope measurement is encoded in the IM.
(3) The reconstruction matrix (RM) or the reconstructor
is the pseudoinverse of the IM and therefore has
dimensions of [number of modes × (2× number of
subapertures)]. The modal coefficient vector is the
product of the measured slope vector and the
reconstructor.

Fig. 6 The eight probes in the HWS can move over the focal plane to
acquire the stars in the 2’ FoV. The minimum separation to avoid
collisions corresponds to 20”.

Journal of Astronomical Telescopes, Instruments, and Systems

(4) The illumination mask (M) is the image that defines
the illuminated subapertures. Without on-chip binning (i.e., binning = 1), the number of subapertures
for a fully illuminated metapupil is about 616. The
length of the measured slopes vector is two times
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the number of illuminated subapertures. In most AO
systems, this is fixed. However, in our case, the vector
length varies.
It is essential to incorporate or “register” the correct combination of the M2C, IM, or RM, and M in the loop. In our case,
the M2C is always the same, whereas IM∕RM and M vary
according to the observed target.
In order to determine if a subaperture is well illuminated or
not, we need to know the SNR. Although the major components
of flexure are compensated by the CCD positioning algorithm,46
there are factors that favor the M created out of SNR thresholding over using geometrical arguments. One of the main reasons
is the following. The amount of light actually reaching the detector will vary according to the seeing since the pyramid FoV is
limited (to 1”.1 in diameter). If the stellar magnitudes and the
colors mentioned in the catalog are different from the actual values, the seeing variation may actually create differential illumination at the detector. We, therefore, chose an SNR threshold
criterion that is easy and quick to determine if a subaperture
is illuminated or not.
As the first step for identifying the illuminated pixels, we
acquire sky background frames (these are in any case needed
for wavefront sensing later). All the probes that have acquired
the high-layer reference stars are temporarily moved a short distance to their so-called shadow-positions, where the starlight is
blocked by the probes and does not reach the HWS CCD. At this
point, F sky frames are taken. The GWS is in closed-loop while
the high-layer probes are individually centered (averaging well
over the turbulence, with a precision close to one-tenth of an arc
sec) and later while taking the F sky frames. A pixel-by-pixel
standard deviation of these F sky frames forms the noise image.
The probes are then sent back to their centered positions and
F illuminated frames are taken. A pixelwise median of these
F frames gives the partial illumination image. The SNR image
is then created using the following:

Pg
img
SNRimg ¼ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ;
2
g
Pimg þ ðNg
img Þ

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;63;359

(1)

where Pg
img is the four-quadrant sum of the partial illumination
image Pimg , and ðN img Þ2 is the square of the noise image. Pg
img is
given by

Pg
img ¼

4
X

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;63;265

ðPimg Þquadrant :

(2)

quadrant¼1

The pixels in the SNRimg with values higher than a given
threshold will be masked to 1 and others to 0, creating M.
Typically, the value of F we use is 1000.
Depending on the HWS CCD binning and the seeing, the
right SNR criterion has to be used. We have a look-up table for
this, which is created empirically in open-loop looking to the
behavior in closed-loop. During the observation, we patrol the
illumination to take care of the mispositioning of the probe due
to flexures. Note that any partially illuminated mask created by
the SNR threshold criterion will be a subset of the fully illuminated mask. Figure 3 illustrates this.
Section 2 explains why we cannot use the same RM as for
full illumination. In our solution, depending on the illuminated
region, a new IM is extracted from the fully illuminated IM for
Journal of Astronomical Telescopes, Instruments, and Systems

the current K-mirror angle. We name the fully illuminated IM
the “mother interaction matrix” (mother-IM) and the reduced,
partially illuminated one the “daughter interaction matrix”
(daughter-IM). The following subsections present the details
of the calibration of the mother-IM and the extraction of the
daughter-IM.

3.2.1

Calibrating the mother interaction matrix

Our partial illumination algorithm depends fundamentally on a
well-calibrated, fully illuminated, well-conditioned mother-IM
for the given M2C. The condition number describes the sensitivity of a function to changes or errors in the measurement data.
In other words, the condition number is a proportionality factor
in the error. The higher the condition number of a matrix, the
more singular or rank deficient is the matrix. For a well-conditioned matrix, the noise propagates smoothly over the Eigen
modes, and the condition number will be small.
For the calibration, we use SNR threshold of 20 to identify
the illuminated subapertures. This SNR threshold is for a set of
Rmag ∼ 6 “stars” illuminating the full metapupil. After acquiring
and centering the eight HWS star probes on the eight fibers in
the outermost ring of the RFP, we measure the actual illumination on the metapupil.
Having set the corresponding M, we then run the IM calibration script. We apply the push–pull history of the modes
defined by the M2C to the high-altitude DM and measure
the corresponding slopes.44 Analyzing the slopes, we extract
the IM. The calibration procedure is laid out as a flowchart in
Fig. 7. First, we calibrate for two modes (tip and tilt). Once we
have the corresponding IM, we close the loop for the two modes
and download the actuator commands (dmCommands). The
average of the dmCommands, when added to the “DM-flat”
(the shape of the DM closest to a perfect plane mirror), will give
us the shape of the DM corresponding to the “pyramid-flat.”
Note that the DM-flat measured during the alignment using
an interferometer is used as the starting point. However, the
pyramid-flat provides the HWS with the right shape to remove
static aberrations in the optical path. Running the calibration
on the pyramid-flat is superior to doing so on the DM-flat since
this increases the pyramid sensitivity, avoids WFS saturation,
and makes the pyramid working as close as possible to the
diffraction-limited regime.
We then proceed to calibrate higher and higher numbers of
modes, following the same procedure, each time refining the
pyramid-flat. At the same time, the number of iterations (shown
as yellow dotted line in Fig. 7) is increased so that the SNR is
sufficient. The number of iterations is large enough to compensate the Poisson noise and fast turbulence/vibrations at the LBT
but not too large to avoid the inclusion of slow drift of any
motors within LN. Finally, we get a well-conditioned motherIM. For example, we typically have a condition number of
25 for 200 modes for the mother interaction matrices.
The K-mirror can compensate for up to 180 deg of sky rotation. As mentioned earlier, the derotation necessitates uploading
the reconstructor for every θ° of sky rotation. This, in turn,
means that there should be a mother-IM for every θ°. Each
of these mother-IMs should have similar quality and SNR.
Actually, the calibration is performed for only six different
angles. These six angles are chosen knowing the actuator spacing so that the smoothing effect inaccuracy is minimal.43 Each of
the calibrated measurements are then numerically rotated to
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Fig. 7 Flowchart explaining the calibration procedure of the motherIM for 200 modes. A Python script communicates with the instrument
and performs the calibration in an almost fully automatic way.

each integral degree. The average of the six numerically rotated
measurements forms the final mother-IM for each angle.

Recall that the KL modal base is defined over the entire
metapupil. This means that, ideally, we should get the modal
coefficients from the slopes spread across the entire metapupil.
However, we have only a subset of the slopes due to partial illumination. From these measured slopes, we should retrieve the
modal coefficients. The extracted daughter-IM has the corresponding slope values of the present illuminated mask for each
mode. The respective reconstructor, when multiplied to the measured slope vector, will produce the modal coefficients from
the limited information for the whole metapupil.
We emphasize that the Kolmogorov statistics are implicitly
incorporated in the KL basis command matrix (M2C). The
extrapolation produced by our algorithm, therefore, takes advantage of the spatial correlations based on the Kolmogorov statistics. However, as mentioned by Véran in his paper,47 there is
a possibility of saturation (of the actuator range) for the nonilluminated actuators, and this issue could be mitigated using
a “leaky integrator.” This is not yet implemented in our system.
We are looking into the possibility of implementing a leaky
integrator within our current real-time computer framework.
The effect of lack of information cannot be ignored.
Generating a RM from the daughter-IM will have a higher condition number. If the condition number is very large of the order
of 103 or higher (from our experience), then the matrix is said to
be ill-conditioned. For a high condition number matrix, small
measurement errors will translate to large actuator errors, which
can cause divergence or instability. The higher the condition
number, the lower the number of modes that can be corrected
in a stable loop. In particular, the high spatial frequency modes
that require information from closely spaced subapertures,
which are not illuminated, may not be corrected. Depending
on the number of illuminated pixels, the user may decide to use
only a subset of modes for the extraction, starting from the
mother-IM. For example, the user can decide to correct for only
the first 50 modes instead of all 200 modes. The number of
modes used for correction places an upper limit to the Strehl
ratios (SRs) that can be achieved. In addition, the AO system
will have little control over the Strehl in those regions where
there is no illumination.
Our commissioning experience so far shows evidence that
this algorithm works fine, both in the laboratory and on-sky.

4
4.1

3.2.2

Extracting the daughter interaction matrix

As described in Sec. 3.2 above, there will be a unique M for each
asterism. It is essential to have the correct IM matching the M to
close the loop. Calibrating a new IM for each asterism would
consume a lot of observing time. To avoid this, we came up with
the following algorithm.
For each angle, the mother-IM contains the slope response
for every subaperture and calibrated mode. The subapertures
illuminated in the partially illuminated case are of course illuminated in the fully illuminated case as well. Removing those
rows in the mother-IM corresponding to the nonilluminated
subapertures generates the daughter-IM. Figure 8 illustrates this
schematically. Inverting the daughter-IM produces the RM for
that particular partial illumination case. This calculation is very
fast and is done during observing, whenever there is θ° change in
sky rotation or a change in M. This RM is registered to close
the loop for the respective M.
Journal of Astronomical Telescopes, Instruments, and Systems

Laboratory and On-Sky Tests
Laboratory Tests

We performed tests in the laboratory to verify and optimize the
partial illumination algorithm. All these experiments were performed in the bright-end regime. The goals of these tests were
(1) to determine the effect of the selection of subapertures and
the impact of reasonable variation in the SNR threshold on
the correction, (2) to determine differences in getting the
reconstructor from the daughter-IM with and without truncation
in the singular value decomposition (SVD), and (3) to quantify
the quality of correction as a function of the illuminated
subapertures.
In these following tests, we introduced a known disturbance
[i.e., dynamic wavefront error (WFE)] on the high-altitude DM,
imitating the turbulence in the high layer. The actuators apply
this simulated turbulence following the Kolmogorov power
spectrum evolving with a wind speed of 10 m/s. The simulated
turbulence assumed the Taylor’s frozen flow hypothesis. Note
that when observing, the HWS receives the ground-layer
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Fig. 8 A schematic diagram explaining the extraction of the daughter-IM from the mother-IM. On the left,
the fully illuminated metapupil and the corresponding IM can be seen. On the right, the partially
illuminated metapupil appears along with the daughter-IM extracted out of the mother-IM.

corrected wavefront. We selected a disturbance with a root mean
square (RMS) WFE of ∼550 nm after the ground-layer correction. Later, we obtained similar residual RMS WFE values
after the ground-layer correction on good seeing conditions
(0”.7 in V-band).
4.1.1

Impact of reasonable variation in the SNR threshold
on the correction

The SNR threshold will define if a subaperture within the metapupil is illuminated or not. We wanted to verify how sensitive
the quality of the correction is to the SNR threshold. In particular, the impact of losing the outermost subapertures is due to the
SNR threshold value for a bright asterism. This verification is
necessary since the quality of the correction can otherwise vary
a lot, and the stability of the loop may be affected.
For this test, we considered two cases: (1) eight stars asterism, corresponding to full illumination and (2) three stars asterism, corresponding to a partial illumination scenario. For both
cases, all of the stars were of Rmag ∼ 6 equivalent brightness.
A dynamic WFE of 536 nm was applied to the high-altitude
DM to check the correction performance.
Each calibrated mode has its own gain, and together, these
values form the gain vector. Typically, we split the modes into
three groups—tip and tilt (modes 1 and 2), modes from 3 to 50,
and modes higher than 50. Each of these groups were given an
individual constant gain value while closing the loop. For each
SNR threshold value trial, we optimized the gain vector to produce the best, stable correction.
The quality of correction is quantified by the residual RMS
modal coefficients and by the residual RMS WFE. The RMS
modal coefficients can be estimated in two ways: (a) directly
from the residual wavefront slopes (by multiplying with the
RM) and (2) from the dmCommands computed over the full
Journal of Astronomical Telescopes, Instruments, and Systems

metapupil (by multiplying with the M2C). We used the second
one as it provides the residual over the entire metapupil and not
just the illuminated part. The RMS WFE is evaluated from the
modal coefficients, as the quadrature sum of the RMS modal
coefficients.
Different SNR threshold values result in slightly different
masks, differing, of course, in the number of subapertures
illuminated. The reasonable SNR threshold range was defined
such that the geometrical projection of the stars on the HWS
CCD and that on the sky are very close, and only the subapertures at the edges of the pupils were affected. In the full illumination case, the SNR threshold range was 10 to 25, for which
the number of selected subapertures ranged from 616 to 588.
Similarly, for the partial illumination case, the SNR threshold
range was 5 to 20. The corresponding number of subapertures
ranged from 528 to 484.
The effect of the different SNR thresholds on the correction
for the two cases appears in Fig. 9, where the RMS value of
the modal coefficients is plotted against the modes. The black
dashed line is the open-loop with an RMS WFE of 536 nm.
The solid lines, in different colors, represent the performance
for different reasonable SNR threshold values. For both the full
and partial illumination cases, there is a clear improvement,
independent of the SNR threshold, reducing the WFE to ∼65
and 125 nm, respectively. This means that for the bright-end
regimes, the correction is not sensitive on the actual SNR threshold value used, as long as it is within a reasonable range, for both
full and partial illumination scenarios.
4.1.2

Partial illumination reconstructor with and without
truncation in the singular value decomposition

Section 3.2.2 describes the extraction of the daughter-IM from
the respective mother-IM. The inverse of the daughter-IM to get
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 9 RMS value of the modal coefficients versus the modes for the case of (a) full illumination using
eight stars and (b) for partial illumination using three stars. The dashed line represents the open-loop
data, and the solid lines are the closed loop performance. The different colors represent different SNR
threshold values for selecting the illuminated subapertures. The RMS WFE are mentioned in the legend.
The value in brackets is the RMS WFE excluding the tip and tilt modes.

the corresponding RM can be done using SVD through the
Moore–Penrose method.48,49 In the process of SVD, many of
the eigenvalues, not zero, can become quite small, causing
the inversion to diverge in presence of noise. To prevent this,
the SVD may be truncated using a defined threshold value.
Such a reconstructor is called the “truncated singular-valuedecomposed reconstructor” (hereafter, truncated reconstructor).
We tested whether the truncated reconstructors are superior
to the nontruncated ones. This was performed by measuring the
quality of correction for defined partial illumination cases with
reconstructors created with and without truncation but with
the same set of gain values for both cases. In order to maintain
the noise propagation similar to that of the mother-IM, we opted
for the following normalization of the threshold applied for
the Eigenvalue truncation:

TSVDthreshold ¼

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;63;105




Sdmax
:Sm
min
Sm
max

Journal of Astronomical Telescopes, Instruments, and Systems

(3)

m
where Sdmax , Sm
max , and Smin are the maximum singular value of
the daughter-IM, maximum singular value of the mother-IM,
and minimum singular value of the mother-IM, respectively.
Two different cases were considered: (1) eight stars asterism
and (2) two stars asterism. In each case, the individual stars’
were set to Rmag ∼ 7. A disturbance with average dynamic WFE
of 536 nm was applied to the high-altitude DM.
Table 1 lists the number of subapertures illuminated, the condition numbers, the number of modes truncated during the SVD,
and the number of modes that could be corrected for a stable
closed loop for both truncated (TSVD—ON) and nontruncated
(TSVD—OFF) scenarios. Obviously, for the nontruncated
cases, none of the modes are truncated. Also, you may note that
the number of subapertures is slightly different for the truncated
and nontruncated cases with two stars. This is because each of
the runs were ran independent, resulting in slightly different M.
The quality of correction is quantified using the RMS value
of the modal coefficient values. The modal coefficients were
estimated by multiplying the dmCommands by the M2C,
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Table 1 Comparison between truncated and nontruncated
reconstructors.

TSVD—OFF

Eight stars

Two stars

No. of subapertures

616

309

Condition #

8.93

222.18

No. of truncated modes in
the reconstructor

N/A

N/A

No. of modes corrected in
closed loop

100

2

No. of subapertures

616

334

Condition #

8.93

185.90

No. of truncated modes in
the reconstructor

0

18

No. of modes corrected in
closed loop

100

10

on laboratory and on-sky, we come to the conclusion that
the impact of the truncated reconstructors is significant for
low-number asterisms. The difference in the quality of correction due to the truncated and nontruncated reconstructor
becomes smaller as the M gets closer to full illumination, which
is clear from the eight stars case. However, truncation removes
low sensitivity modes, therefore improving the AO-control by
reducing the noise propagation. We conclude that using the truncated reconstructors is preferred. The LN software implements
this algorithm, always producing a truncated reconstructor with
the threshold defined by Eq. (3).
4.1.3

TSVD—ON

producing the modal coefficients corresponding to the entire
metapupil.
Clearly, Fig. 10 shows that using the truncated reconstructors
is superior to the nontruncated ones for the two stars asterism,
illuminating 310 subapertures. Ten modes were corrected stably
with the truncated reconstructor, whereas only the first two
modes were stable without truncation. Note that, for this test,
we marginally optimized the gain vector. We used a set of predefined gains, the same for both the truncated and nontruncated
cases. Using different gains, it is possible to control more modes
for the truncated-SVD scenarios, but this approach provides
little improvement in the nontruncated case since the optimal
gains will be too small.
Here, we have explained only limiting cases (eight stars
and two stars). From this result, coupled with our experiences

Closed loop performance as a function of
the number of illuminated subapertures

We tested our partial illumination algorithm with asterisms containing different numbers of stars. Of course, this also means
a different number of illuminated subapertures in each case.
As with the previous tests, all the individual stars were set to
Rmag ∼ 7, and the SNR threshold was set to be 20. For each
asterism, the M and the corresponding truncated reconstructor
were set to the loop. The RMS value of the modal coefficients
was used as the merit function to assess the quality of the
correction.
Seven different cases were investigated and optimized, starting from eight stars to two stars. The number of subapertures
illuminated varied from 596 to 410 subapertures. For the
three-star and two-star scenarios, the reconstructors were created
by truncating one and five modes, respectively. You may note
that compared to the previous experiment, where the two stars
asterism illuminated 310 subapertures, in here 410 subapertures
are illuminated. This is because, in this experiment, we have
used more separated stars. Also, in comparison to the previous
experiment, the gain vector was optimized for individual cases,
allowing us to close the maximum number of modes.
Figure 11 displays the RMS value of the modal coefficients
as a function of the modes for the different asterisms. Clearly, as
the number of subapertures increases, the correction is better.

Fig. 10 The RMS value of the modal coefficients versus the modes using truncated and nontruncated
reconstructors for the eight stars and two stars scenarios. The RMS WFE are mentioned in the legend.
The value in brackets is the RMS WFE excluding the tip and tilt modes.
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Fig. 11 The RMS value of the modal coefficients versus the modes for varying number of stars. The RMS
WFE are mentioned in the legend. The value in brackets is the RMS WFE excluding the tip and tilt modes.

However, clustering and jump of the performance may be noted
from the plot. This is because the modal basis is defined over the
entire metapupil, as mentioned earlier. Some specific modes
may not be adequately seen by the WFS, depending on the nonilluminated regions of the metapupil. Controlling these modes is
possible with lower gain values. For this experiment, we have
not individually tuned the gain values for individual modes.
The gain values are split into three sets, as mentioned earlier,
optimizing to produce the best performance for each asterism
scenario. Note, however, that within each set, the gain value has
the same scalar value. We are able to set relatively higher gain
values and have the loop stable when the M is closer to full, even
for the higher order modes. In contrast, for the two and three
stars asterisms, with correspondingly fewer illuminated subapertures, we could only set relatively low gain values for the higher
order modes (modes > 50).
In contrast to Fig. 10, note that all 100 modes were corrected
for the two stars asterism as well. This is due to the fact that we
carefully optimized the gain vector, thereby allowing a stable
loop. In addition, in this case, the two stars were illuminating
different regions of the metapupil and illuminating more number
of subapertures. Although the correction is relatively poor for
the two stars asterism, the fact that there is decent correction,
which confirms that the partial illumination algorithm works.

4.2

On-Sky Tests

The final assessment of the performances of any AO system
should come from on-sky testing. We have tested our implementation of the partial illumination solution in this way during LN
commissioning. The goals were to verify the software compatibility of our solution with the rest of the LN MCAO system, to
test the creation of the partial illumination mask, to verify the
extraction of the daughter-IM and the uploading of the truncated
reconstructor for the current K-mirror angle, and to check the
HWS closed-loop performance with partial illumination.
During the second (June 2017) and third (January 2018) LN
commissioning runs, we demonstrated the basic operation and
functionality of the partial illumination code. This included
the software compatibility of our solution with the high-layer
Journal of Astronomical Telescopes, Instruments, and Systems

wavefront sensing service and LN MCAO software architecture,
in general, creation of the partial illumination, and the extraction
of the daughter-IM.
During the fourth commissioning run (April 2018), we successfully tested the CCD tracking algorithm that maintains the
optical conjugation while observing. Also, both ground- and
high-layer loops were stably closed, providing considerable
improvement of the science image. One of the science targets
was NGC 2281. A total of nine stars were acquired to measure
the atmospheric turbulence. Figure 12 shows the asterism of
stars and the processed NIR images of the central star. The
ground-layer was closed using 50 modes. The ground-layer
adaptive optics (GLAO) image measured a SR of ∼7.7%
(K-band). 497 out of 616 subapertures within the metapupil
were illuminated using five stars acquired by the HWS. Note
that the central star, NGC 2281, was also one of the high-layer
reference stars. We were able to close the high-layer loop stably
with 40 modes, starting from a stable, ground-layer corrected
wavefront. We measured the SR of the MCAO image to be
∼22% (K-band). The peak of the PSF (in K-band) jumped
by a factor of ∼2.8 from GLAO to MCAO.
For estimating the on-sky, partial illumination performance,
we downloaded a set of dmCommands each time that we closed
the high-layer loop with different number of modes, each time
optimizing the gain vector. Note that these data were taken very
closely spaced in time, and we assume the atmosphere remained
more or less the same then. From the dmCommands, we estimated the modal coefficients. Figure 13 shows the RMS value of
the modal coefficients as a function of the modes for the same
target. We overplotted each sets of data to check if there is
any performance degradation while closing higher number of
modes. As we close higher number of modes, starting from
10 to 50, the low-order modes are always corrected by the
similar amount. There is no degradation in performance in the
low-order modes while the high-spatial frequency modes are
also corrected.
We remind that the acquisition of the NIR data (Fig. 12) and
the WFS data used to make the plot in Fig. 13 were taken simultaneously or in very closely spaced time. While acquiring the
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Fig. 12 Guide star acquisition field (upper left) and near infrared science images showing the on-sky
verification of the partial illumination solution. Four and five stars were acquired using with the GWS
(outer circle) and HWS (inner circle), respectively. While 50 modes were closed by the GWS, 40 modes
were closed by the HWS. The open-loop seeing of 0”.35 in the K’ band (visible seeing of 0”.7) was
reduced to 0”.14 with the ground-layer closed and to 0”.07 with both loops closed (all values full width
at half-maximum). Note that the open-loop image is stretched by a factor of 10 for greater visibility.
The FoV of the NIR images is 2 × 2 square arcsecond. The top-left image of NGC 2281 is adapted
from PanSTARRS-DR1.

high-layer data, the science image was continuously monitored
and improvement of the PSF and its increasing peak value were
visually confirmed. The RMS WFE corrected by the HWS is
noted in Fig. 13. For comparison, we have also overplotted
the dynamic open-loop RMS WFE of 536 nm applied in the lab
(see Sec. 4 for details). Evidently, the on-sky power spectrum is
similar to that of the artificial Kolmogorov one that we used for
our lab studies. The high-altitude DM was introducing a WFE of
768 nm, which mostly corrected the incoming turbulence. The
on-sky WFS data and the improvement in the NIR image demonstrate that our solution to the partial illumination is producing
a good and stable correction.
In the June 2018 commissioning run, we continued to test
and optimize the high-layer loop with fainter reference stars.
Also, we increased the HWS CCD binning. For example, we
selected a target that had only two off-axis reference stars.
With 2 × 2 binning, we were able to close 20 modes stably.
We have demonstrated the real-time extraction of the daughter-IMs, as well as the calculation and upload of the reconstructors needed for each θ° of sky rotation. We also verified that
the partial illumination solution is binning generic, that is, the
Journal of Astronomical Telescopes, Instruments, and Systems

algorithm behaves properly for all CCD binning settings.
Although the quantitative analysis of some data is still pending,
we were able to establish that the solution for the partial illumination issue works well for the usual Kolmogorov spectrum of
atmosphere, and the correction is good enough to see a considerable improvement in the science image. In the upcoming LN
commissioning runs, we will be testing targets with fainter reference stars and one star only asterisms.

5

Conclusions and Future Prospects

Our solution to the partial illumination issue is simple, practical,
and effective. Depending on the brightness and the spatial
distribution of the stars, the quality of correction varies.
Nevertheless, we are able to close and produce a stable loop
by controlling the gain vector both in lab and on-sky.
We demonstrated that more illuminated subapertures lead to
better correction and lower WFE. Also, in those scenarios, more
modes can be controlled with higher gain values. Experience
suggests that it is better to have more-or-less equal brightness
stars (providing more-or-less uniform SNR across the metapupil). Obviously, the brighter the stars, the better.
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Fig. 13 The RMS value of the modal coefficients versus the modes for the asterism shown in Fig. 12.
Although we closed up to 50 modes in the high layer, we noticed instabilities arising for modes higher
than 40. Therefore, for the IR image shown in the bottom-right corner of Fig. 12, only the first 40 modes
were closed. The RMS WFE are mentioned in the legend.

In April 2017, LN started MCAO operations on-sky with
partial illumination. We will continue on-sky testing and optimization in the upcoming commissioning runs.
So far, we have used only a single SNR threshold to define
the illuminated subapertures across the entire metapupil.
Actually, instead of using a single threshold, we can weight the
subapertures according to the relative intensity using minimum
mean square error (MMSE) regularization.50 The MMSE formulation, already developed for MCAO applications,51 takes into
account both the C2n vertical profile and WFS noise. In our
case, since the ground- and high-layer loops are independent,
we just need the SNR map to properly weight the slope
vector. Eventually, implementing the MMSE formulation could
improve the robustness and quality of the MCAO correction.
Layer-oriented MCAO has the advantage of receiving
direct AO telemetry for the individual conjugated layers from
the respective WFSs. This can be potentially used to estimate

the wind speed and direction for the layers. Not only is this
information valuable in profiling the atmosphere above the
telescope pupil but it can also be used to effectively reduce the
time-lag between the wavefront sensing and the correction. In
other words, we may be able to predict the future wavefront,
knowing the current wavefront and the wind vector. In the case
of the HWS, this prediction can be even more powerful.
Nonilluminated subapertures, those for which we have no
wavefront information, may be virtually filled using the
“wind-predictive wavefront control.”34 Figure 14 illustrates this
schematically.
We plan to implement wind-predictive wavefront control for
the LN MCAO system in multiple phases. As a first step, we will
try our algorithms with the ground-layer sensors, where all the
subapertures are always illuminated. Implementing it on the
HWS loop service could be trickier, as we would have to first
estimate the total number of illuminated subapertures, including
those that can be filled virtually, and then, weigh them depending on their SNR. Only thereafter can we generate and register
the appropriate reconstructor. However, we believe that windpredictive wavefront control could improve both the performance and stability of the HWS loop.
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green shaded regions.
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